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Vision Inspection Solutions
Powerful Tools for Quality Assurance

Vision Inspection Solutions
Inspection Applications

Powerful Inspection Software

Efficient Reporting Features

Vision Inspection

CI-VISION
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From Experts in Vision Inspection

Vision Inspection Systems from METTLER TOLEDO CI-Vision are part of an integrated 
hardware and software solution, designed to provide sophisticated systems configured 
for each customer. With over 30 years experience in vision inspection, we continue 
to innovate and offer leading solutions in numerous applications in package and label 
inspection. 

Discover the Benefits of a Vision Inspection System
• Enable a Broad Range of Inspection Applications - Perform many types of inspections of labels and 

packages in food, beverage, cosmetics, pharmaceutical or industrial applications. We are not limited by 
industry - our systems are designed to configure to your production inspection needs. 

• Rely on Powerful CIVCore Software - Our software is designed to perform inspections to meet your 
requirements, ensuring you get the right inspection everytime. This includes inspections such as detecting 
variable inkjet print in challenging applications. 

• Increase Operational Efficiency - Using advanced reporting features, statistical analysis and integrated 
connectivity, you can efficiently manage your production lines. Proactive maintenance from our qualified 
service team ensures you can monitor your systems for minimal downtime to production.

• Easy Setup & Serviceability - With global presence in 39 countries, we have experts available either in 
person or by phone to provide troubleshooting. METTLER TOLEDO is known for its service and customer 
support - we are your trusted partner ensuring we’re always available to help. 

The advantages of vision inspection extend to package integrity checks, barcode detection, lot number 
verification and many more inspection criteria, including examples below:

Lot Number Verification
Checks for presence and quality of 
date/lot information, preventing 
consumption of expired product 
and supporting product recall.

Label Position or Skew
Verifies branded products are 
displayed appropriately, ensuring 
that brand image is maintained.

Neck or Thread Inspection
Ensures that every container can 
be properly sealed, preventing 
spoilage and product 
contamination.
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Ensure Minimal Rework and Mitigate Product Recalls in Specific Applications and Production Challenges
With vision inspection methods in place to monitor and manage label and package integrity, you can efficiently 
manage rework at the production line. This helps minimize costs associated with downstream rework and 
recalls, providing your manufacturing facility with an efficient process for product changeovers and monitoring. 
• Food & Beverage Applications -  Allergens pose a critcal issue for consumer safety - our systems prevent 

mislabeled products from leaving the production floor. Inspection of lot codes, or barcodes helps to ensure 
tracebility in the event of a recall due to contamination by outside pathogens. 

• Personal Care & Cosmetics Applications - Vision inspection of cap integrity, label quality and critical product 
information on the label provide assurance that the end customer will receive a top-quality product every time.

• Medical Device & Pharmaceutical Applications - High-quality packaging and label information can mean 
the difference between life or death for highly regulated industries. Relying on vision inspection to review 
package integrity, critical warning labels, and barcode information ensures your product meets regulatory 
standards for safety and efficacy.

Cap Integrity & Label Inspection
For personal care industries, your 
packaging should stand as a 
testament to your branding - let 
only the best products shine 
through.

Lid Verification
Food & beverage applications 
include bottle fill level, labels, and 
seal integrity checks to ensure 
consumer safety. 

Package Closure & Expiration 
Verify that a complete product 
package is sent on to the 
consumer, with the right expiration 
dates and refrigeration instructions 
specificially important for 
perishable items.
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Intuitive Software
in One Powerful Package
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METTLER TOLEDO CIVCore Software provides powerful vision inspection solutions for 
CI-Vision systems. This flexible and intuitive user interface offers a wealth of tools to help 
you eliminate production errors and rework. 

Automatic Part Selection
Rather than having operators 
manually execute product 
changeovers on the system, 
CIVCore has the ability to receive 
signals from central production 
control software, changing 
between product profiles 
automatically and reducing the 
chances of human error.

Intuitive Interface
Taking cues from mobile application 
design, the CIVCore interface is easy 
to learn and use. Larger icons and 
an open screen allow users with any 
level of experience to perform daily 
functions. The look and feel is 
standard on all METTLER TOLEDO 
CI-Vision inspection systems, 
meaning operators only need to 
learn one interface.

Statistical Package
Extensive statistical analysis 
generated by CIVCore can aid 
production managers in 
identifying weaknesses in their 
production process. Reports can 
be exported easily and scheduled 
to run at regular times during the 
day, providing managers with 
up-to-date analysis.

The Design Philosophy for CIVCore Follows Three Basic Tenents:

• Adopt the Newest Inspection Tools - We consult with manufacturers to ensure they have the tools they need; 
should needs change, new tools can be added.

• Adjust to Different Products Rapidly - CIVCore Software offers a four touch changeover routine - making 
changing between pre-configured product profiles easy.

• Adapt to New Products - The training wizard allows users to quickly train new parts on the system as 
quickly as advances in package and label design happen.
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Inkjet Print Detection
For Reliable Dot Print Inspection

Detection on Variable Surfaces
CIVCore is optimized to inspect a 
variety of materials that may have 
uneven or round surfaces. The Dot 
Print tool ensures complex 
packaging is integrated into the 
inspection methods.

Scalable Print Detection 
A system is configured to detect 
characters or numerals in a range 
of detection sizes. Program the Dot 
Print Tool for specific dates, specific 
text, and variable text, all pre-
programmed for detection. 

Individual Character Recognition
Dot Print Tool detects each 
individual characters, especially 
important when characters may 
be touching, or blurred due to 
print quality.

CIVCore - Dot Print Tool 
Using the latest library of vision 
inspection tools, our CIVCore 
software has the capability to 
detect and inspect inkjet print. With 
this Dot Print Tool, our software 
offers manufacturers reassurance 
that the final product meets their 
specifications and has all the 
information needed to relay critical 
information to a customer. 
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For Enhanced Productivity

Quality assurance is critical in developing high-quality products and monitoring 
operational efficiencies. Statistical analysis in manufacturing is crucial to understanding 
and controlling the causes of process variation which would otherwise lead to 
unacceptable levels of products that fail to meet quality control standards. Our software 
can help you optimize your manufacturing process, enabling you to effectively monitor 
production efficiencies connected to industry standard communication protocols.

Histogram Charts
See how variable data is distributed 
between the upper and lower 
specification limits. The histogram 
provides a visual image of the 
current situation of the process and 
can be used as a tool for assessing 
process improvements.

Control Charts
Visually determine the process 
variability over time. Shifts in the 
trend can alert to changes in the 
process which affect product 
quality. 

Pareto Charts 
Quickly determine the most 
important quality parameters to 
optimize the process. Using 
attribute data, the Pareto chart 
highlights which causes are 
responsible for the highest number 
of failures.  Substantial 
improvements to the process can 
be obtained through prioritization of 
failure causes highlighted by the 
Pareto charts.
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METTLER TOLEDO ProdX Support
ProdX Inspection data management 
software provides seamless 
integration of product inspection 
devices making processes more 
streamlined, more accessible and 
more efficient. 

Enable Remote Part Changes
ProdX supports whole line 
changeover as well as assigning a 
machine as the master for part 
changes.

Export Reports
Statistics showing machine counts 
broken down by channel, station, 
and camera level allow customers 
to produce line reports right from 
ProdX.

Monitor Messages
Faults and adjustments made to 
machines are displayed in ProdX.

Review Failed Product Information 
Receive direct display of failures 
including failure images from the 
ProdX display.

CIVCore Software Connectivity
PackTags Support 
CIVCore features support for Pack 
Tags, allowing CI-Vision systems to 
communicate with other machinery 
on manufacturing lines for better 
integration into your production 
line.

Industry Standard Communication 
Compatible with PackTags 
communication protocols such as 
OPC/UA, EthernetIP and PROFINET

Integrated OEE Reporting
Utlize PackTags data to perform 
OEE calculations within the CIVCore 
software.

Easily Connect to Your Setup
Connect to your existing PackML 
communications tools, ensuring 
minimal disruption to current 
production monitoring and 
reporting.

Integrated Software:
Any vision software can provide 
manufacturers with a failure count, 
but our software goes beyond that. 
Our enhanced statistical package 
explains why each product failed 
and can be set to generate regular 
reports displaying failure trends, 
aiding in analysis of the production 
process.

Additionally, communication 
is important in the production 
process, and that includes 
communication between 
production equipment. The 
METTLER TOLEDO software 
supports standard communications 
protocols such as PackTags, and 
is fully compatible with our own 
METTLER TOLEDO Prod X software.
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CIVCore Feature Summary

Feature Description

Part Filtering Enables users to search the parts library, making it easier to find parts 
for product changeovers.

Double Blind Data Entry Double blind data entry requires two users to both input the same 
information to change to a new inspection profile, effectively eliminating 
human error.

Increased Accountability User logs know who was using the system, when they used it and any 
settings they may have changed; the interface makes user logs easier to 
access.

Improved Statistics Module The new CIVCore comes with an easy-to-use statistics model for 
reporting and production monitoring purposes.

Anti-Circumvention Technology 
(purchase option)

CIVCore won’t be fooled. The software knows when it is being worked 
around and sounds an alarm.

Stored Failure Images Images of defective products are stored for review, while an overlay text 
helper displays the reason for failure.

High Failure Signals Tell CIVCore a threshold for high failure rates, and once the limit 
has been reached, the system can send a shutdown signal to your 
production line.

Closed-loop camera feedback CIVCore features an improved camera feedback loop, which improves 
image acquisition and allows for easier troubleshooting.

Inkjet Print Inspection CIVCore Dot Print Tool inspects inkjet printing either printed directly on 
labels or packages.

Our service offerings are structured in with you in 
mind - providing you support to get your system 
up and running without fuss. We perform a lab 
evaluation and site survey of every quoted project - 
providing you confidence in our products working for 
you, and we provide a variety of service contracts 
designed to fit your budget. 

METTLER TOLEDO Service & Support 

Just ask us.
Our knowledgeable and 
courteous technical support 
team is there to offer whatever 
system support you require, 
whether it be conducted 
remotely or on site.


